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1MORE Pistonbuds Pro SE Wireless Earbuds (White)
Fall in love with impeccable sound quality with the 1MORE Pistonbuds Pro SE wireless earbuds, combining innovative QuietMaxTM noise
reduction technology, advanced DLC driver,  and the latest Bluetooth version 5.3. These earbuds provide clarity and depth of sound in
any  environment.  With  an  ergonomic  design,  long  playback  time  (up  to  30  hours),  and  a  waterproof  construction,  these  earbuds  are
perfect for daily activities and intense workouts.
 
Crystal Clear Sound
The  DLC  driver  ensures  a  surprisingly  balanced  sound  and  allows  you  to  play  every  detail  with  exceptional  precision.  With  1MORE
Pistonbuds  Pro  SE,  you'll  rediscover  the  sound  of  drums,  chords,  and  artists'  voices  –  all  to  provide  you  with  unforgettable  listening
experiences. In addition, Spatial Audio creates a sense of depth and realism, just like in the cinema.
 
Sound on Your Terms
With 1MORE Pistonbuds Pro SE,  every song can sound even better.  From the dedicated app,  you can choose from 12 professional  EQ
settings to customize the sound to your liking. Bass Booster? Rock? Classic? Just a few clicks, and the music will sound exactly the way
you want it!
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Peace in the City Chaos
Listen  to  music  and  podcasts  without  any  interruptions  even  in  the  most  crowded  places,  thanks  to  the  advanced  QuietMaxTM noise
reduction technology. The 1MORE PistonBuds Pro SE effectively suppress unwanted sounds up to 42 dB, allowing you to focus on your
chosen audio in any location – whether on the bus, in a cafe, or on a busy street. Prefer to stay connected with your surroundings? Switch
to Transparency mode to have conversations with people around you while enjoying uninterrupted music playback.
 
Bluetooth 5.3 Technology and Low Latency
Bluetooth 5.3 minimizes transmission delays and provides a stable connection up to 10 meters away. As a result, you can enjoy freedom
of  movement  without  worrying  about  connection  interruptions  during  calls,  music  playback,  or  gaming.  Additionally,  the  1MORE
Pistonbuds  Pro  SE  offers  a  gaming  mode  with  only  0.08  seconds  of  latency,  ensuring  perfect  audiovisual  synchronization  for  an  even
more immersive experience!
 
Unparalleled Call Quality
With  6  microphones  and  AI  algorithm,  1MORE  Pistonbuds  Pro  SE  earbuds  guarantee  crystal-clear  sound  during  calls,  even  in  noisy
environments. Additionally, the aerodynamic design minimizes wind interference, allowing for smooth communication wherever you are.
 
Durability and Reliability
1MORE Pistonbuds Pro SE earbuds offer up to 7.5 hours of playback on a single charge (when ANC mode is off) or up to 5 hours (when
ANC mode is on). The charging case extends this time to 30 hours, and just 10 minutes of fast charging provides an additional 2 hours of
playback.
 
Intuitive Control
Convenient touch panels allow you to easily pause music, answer and end calls, and activate voice assistants. Forget about reaching for
your phone!
 
Ergonomics and Comfort
The ergonomic, slanted design combined with soft silicone ear tips ensures that 1MORE PistonBuds Pro SE earbuds remain securely in
your ears, even during movement. You can comfortably use them during workouts. Worried about sweating excessively during activities
and damaging your equipment? No need – with an IPX5 water resistance rating, you can exercise to the beat of your music without any
worries!  Additionally,  built-in  sensors  automatically  pause  playback  when  you  remove  an  earbud  –  so  you  won't  miss  a  part  of  your
favorite song!
 
Included in the Package:
1MORE Pistonbuds Pro SE Wireless Earbuds
Charging Case
Charging Cable
Three pairs of interchangeable ear tips (S, M, L)
	Manufacturer
	1MORE
	Model
	EC305
	Impedance
	16Ω
	Frequency Range
	2.400 GHz – 2.4835 GHz
	Bluetooth Version
	5.3
	Bluetooth Range
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	10 m
	Bluetooth Protocol
	HFP / A2DP / AVRCP
	Earbud Battery Capacity
	43 mAh
	Charging Case Battery Capacity
	410 mAh
	Earbud Charging Time
	1 hour
	Charging Case Charging Time
	2 hours
	Playback Time
	7.5 hours (ANC mode off); 5 hours (ANC mode on)
	Total Playback Time
	30 hours
	Input
	5 V 0.5 A
	Maximum Output Power
	2400-2483.5 MHz, Max. EIRP 6.93 dBm
	Operating Temperature
	0°C to 45°C
	Earbud Weight
	4.6 g
	Charging Case Weight
	34.8 g
	Total Weight
	44 g
	Earbud Dimensions
	21 x 26 x 29 mm
	Charging Case Dimensions
	24 x 43 x 62 mm
	Color
	White

Preço:

€ 54.50

Audio, Headphones, Wireless
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